ANOTHER WALL – Postern Gate
The wall between the garden and the lane was incomplete because of an overgrown lime coppice – there
was a gap of about 2.6m to the corner of the garden. While clearing the tangled wilderness on the garden
side I found the remains of a brick arch in pieces on the ground, and evidence of a path, I guess to the
original garden for our house, which was where the house next door now stands. This gave me the idea to
build a new brick arch, over a small doorway to provide a direct route for pedestrians to the village.

Photo 1 – from the garden side. The tree was much bigger than I realised, so that Matt’s price for
cutting it down was fair after all. Notice the lintel over the stump at the left end of the new wall, supported
in a notch cut out of the existing wall. This lintel is only one brick wide, so is only in the garden-side of the
wall, the lane side of the wall is clear of the stump. If I keep the tree trimmed then the stump should not
grow any bigger.

Photo 2 – ‘Centering’ The legs are cut from the lime coppice that was felled to make way for the gate.
Their length is critical so that the centering aligns with the springing line. The circumference of the
semicircle is such that an exact number of bricks (‘voussoirs’) with their mortar joints will fit around the
arch : this determines the width of the opening. I made the centering and tested it in a dry-run on the
ground using pieces of broken roof tile as spacers between the bricks, before laying any bricks in this
project.

Photo 3 – from the lane side, with the project nearing completion. The pillar to the left of the arch
is built from old bricks which I found buried in the [new] garden (formerly a field). They vary in size
from 9 to 9.5 inches long, significantly bigger than modern standard size (see below), and with no
frogs, big solid buggers. The arch itself is formed of these old bricks on their sides. Around these is a
second arched ‘label’ course of headers. The bricks to the right of the arch are ‘Bexhill Dark’ stock
bricks bought especially. Good advice from the man in the Builder Centre : use stock bricks not
flettons as they are frost-proof (please can someone tell me the definition of a ‘stock’ brick?). Notice
the diagonally cut bricks in the spandrels on either side of the arch – the big angle grinder finally finds
a use. The wall is 1-2 courses higher than originally intended, to level out the courses over the arch –
note the half-height ‘bricks’ (actually pavers) over the arch, which fortunately I had in stock (saves
cutting). The old and new bricks differ in height as well as width; the height of the springing line of the
arch was constrained to be where the courses to the left and right of the arch aligned - at this height the
pillar on the left has one fewer courses than the wall on the right because the old bricks are higher than
the new. It was luck not judgement that this alignment was not higher. The same problem shows

further up, where the last course under the capping course has half-height pavers not only directly over
the arch but also to the left of it, so as to realign the courses to the left & right of the arch so that the
capping course is level. Under the capping course is a tile ‘creasing’ to throw the rainwater run-off
away from the sides of the wall, since I had some tiles in stock which are the right width (ie an inch
wider on either side than the wall) – but the tiles are glazed so this may not work.
Brick sizes - UK housebricks were (until when?) 8 1/2 x 4 x 2 1/2 inches. With 1/2” mortar joins this
gives exact ratios of 6:3:2 - ie the long side is exactly twice the short side and three times the height.
UK metric size is slightly different since it allows for a narrower mortar joint (10mm) : 215 × 102.5 ×
65 mm. The resulting ratios are of course the same.
The bond is Flemish. Note the part-bricks inserted at the right hand end to provide a vertical finish –
On the lower part of the wall (up to the top of the existing wall to the right) I used a pair of ¾-length
stretchers in place of the header required by the bond, which was expedient because the collection of
old bricks dug up included many ¾-bricks. Further up the more conventional approach is taken of
inserting a 1/4 brick ‘closer’ between the quoin headers and their neighbouring stretchers. Good advice
from Plumber Dave : use a short wetted piece of hosepipe to smooth the mortar joins.
I originally mounted the door frame in the centre of the archway – oops, the door then only opened a
crack before being blocked by the arch. The frame needs to be flush with one or other side of the wall
(the garden side in this case). I made the door from 15mm tongue & groove pine, with 3x1-inch
horizontal & diagonal bracing. The sill is engineering bricks laid on their sides.
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